
EVE’S…DROPPED…A…HAT…K.O?  
 
 
“Sir, I don’t like your attitude!” 
 
Always one for exceptional hearing, Vincent jumped up from his chair startled and 
dashed toward Father’s chamber. He stopped ten feet from the entrance when he 
heard Father burst into laughter. 
 
Bewildered, and to his chagrin, Vincent listened. He hated eavesdropping, always 
chided the children against doing so; but he really felt he should stick around, for as 
his brother’s advocate, he really didn’t like to hear Father getting onto Devin just as 
he did when they were boys.  
 
There was absolute silence in the chamber now. Devin had either flounced out or the 
two of them were simmering for another head to head. So Vincent was happy when he 
heard Mary’s soft tones floating to him from Father’s chamber, although 
unfortunately, the content of her conversation with Father did little to lessen Vincent’s 
interest of what was going on in there. 
 
“The children have surpassed themselves this year, Father. Wait till you hear what 
they have planned for Vince nt’s birthday. Oh, Devin, sorry I didn’t know you were in 
here.” 
 
“That’s alright, Mary I was just leaving. Have you seen Catherine? I promised to help 
her with something.” 
 
“Yes, she’s in the kitchen.” 
 
With supreme effort, Vincent moved away. The childre n were always seeking new 
ways to surprise him, as he was to them such a special person; and the occasion of his 
birthday was such a splendid opportunity to show him how much he meant to all of 
them. He simply couldn’t listen to whatever they had planned. He would never 
forgive himself if he did. 
 
The last surprise they had held for him had been a bit of a washout, literally, a jaunt 
one evening above in spring; and they’d all been caught in a thunderstorm and had 
come back sopping wet. No chance of that for his birthday surprise; they never got a 
thunderstorm in January.  
 
Intending to go to the falls, where the sound of the water could prevent him hearing 
any plans being made, Vincent was perturbed when on the way he overheard Devin 
speaking to Catherine a few minutes after his ruckus with Father. Obviously he’d 
been telling Catherine all about it. 
 
“I don’t like your attitude.…” 
 
Vincent tried not to listen, placing as much distance as possible between them with 
his large strides, unfortunately not soon enough… 
 



“It’s not MY attitude, it’s YOUR attitude.” 
 
Shocked, and about to intervene , Vincent stopped when he heard Catherine laughing. 
What was that all about? 
 
Intrigued, Vincent knew he ought not eavesdrop…but…he did anyway. 
 
Their voices drifted toward him just a little out of earshot, more and more as they 
moved further away. Vincent strained to hear. 
 
“The order is in…they phoned… can you help carry it?  Exciting…” 
 
“Sure…oh, that reminds me…did you get axe… two thirty eights?” 
 
“Yes…like you said… followed John….” 
 
Vincent recoiled! Father would have a heart attack. He disallowed weapons in the 
tunnels at all cost, and Catherine knew that. Guns were dangerous, and axes 
well…like guns…with children around…it didn’t bear thinking about. Whatever were 
Devin and Catherine thinking of? And who was this John Catherine had followed? 
 
Anxiously, Vincent sped through a chamber in order to get closer to them without 
being seen, and ducking out of sight was just in time to hear more of their 
conversation as they walked past. 
 
“Yes that’s right…and we spoke about Acts 2, verse 39 as well. I never knew 
discussing the Bible could be so enjoyable.” 
 
Hand on a heart beating heavily, Vincent vowed he had to stop eavesdropping, or he’d 
go grey before his time. “I must stop this!” he reprimanded, and feeling confident that 
he could shut off with a good book he went to sit by the falls while Catherine and 
Devin went above. 
 
If only he’d adhered to his vow. 
 

*** 
 
 
On their way back to the tunnels with an armload of accessorie s for the kite making 
kits, Catherine and Devin were perturbed to see a large gathering of British tourists in 
Central Park standing beneath a tree and looking up with binoculars. 
 
“What’s going on?” Catherine enquired of one of the group. 
 
“Up there. A red kite, do you see it?” The woman was clearly ecstatic with delight.  
 
“Can’t someone get it down?” Catherine asked. The woman looked at her oddly and 
shook her head. “No, this tree has been marked for felling. Obviously it's diseased or 
something, the branches would probably break under anyone’s weight. Besides why 



would we want to get it down?  Even if we could climb the tree, we might frighten the 
kite in the process and never see it again.” 
 
Devin shook his head mumbled something about the batty British and grabbing 
Catherine’s arm led her away from the group and down toward the entrance of the 
drainage tunnel, entering only when certain no one was watching them. 
 
“Anyone would think they’d never seen a kite before.” Devin mumbled. 
 
“Perhaps they don’t make red ones in Britain.” Catherine speculated. 
 
“Well, after tomorrow night they’re going to see them in all colours. Chances are 
some of ours will get caught up in the trees.” 
 
Now it just so happened that while this was going on, down in the tunnels, a child was 
crying; and Vincent, back from the falls, overheard him say, “Has anyone seen my 
kite? I can’t find it?” 
 
Perplexed, Vincent, sitting in his chamber supposedly reading, ‘listened’ to whatever 
replies the child received. 
 
“What colour is it?” That was Mary’s voice. 
 
“Red,” sobbed the child. 
 
“Where did you last have it?” Father was asking. 
 
“Above.” 
 
“ABOVE!” Everyone chorused at once. “Samuel, you know you shouldn’t be trying it 
out just yet.” Father scolded. 
 
“I know, but I just wanted to see if it flowed.” 
 
“Flew.” 
 
“Who’s got Flue?” Devin asked as he entered the chamber. 
 
“No one,” Father replied. “Ah, Catherine, have you seen Samuel’s red kite? He took it 
above.” 
 
“Samuel!” Catherine scolded lightly. The child started crying again, “I brought it 
back!” He wailed. “I know I did. I remember.” 
 
“Well let’s look for it, where have you looked already?” 
 
“Wait a minute, Catherine, what about the one in the park?” Devin asked. 
 
Vincent became more and more intrigued. 
 



“What one in the park?” Father asked. 
 
“There’s a red kite up in a tree in the park, the batty Brit…” Devin caught himself just 
in time. His father was British. “I mean some British tourists are looking at it through 
binoculars.”  
 
“Ah, heard about that on the pipes this morning, that would be.…” A new voice, 
Pascal’s. 
 
“Why?” Father and Samuel asked in unison with some bewilderment. 
 
“Ask me another.” Devin replied dryly. 
 
“It’s not that kite…” Pascal tried again. 
 
Father scratched his head, “Doesn’t make sense. What could be so important about a 
red kite?” 
 
“Well, if you would just let me get a word in edgeways ,” answered Pascal, 
exasperated. 
 
“That’s what I would like to know,” thought Vincent. 
 
“If it’s mine, it's because it ’s so pretty.” wailed Samuel. “I put lots of pretty paper on 
the tail.” 
 
“Then that has to be it. You must be mistaken about bringing it back, Sammy. That 
has to be your kite up in the tree.” 
 
“No it isn’t. I think I know what it is.…” Pascal tried again. 
 
“Can we go get it?” 
 
“Not now. It's getting dark, and we need to get on with the preparations for later,  or 
we won’t have it done it time. You’ll have to make another kite.” 
 
“But I want that one!” 
 
“What tree is it up, Catherine?” Mary asked. “Maybe Mouse could get it.” 
 
“It’s the silver birch overhanging the lake.” 
 
“I’ll get Mouse.”  
 
“No! Mary wait.…” Catherine’s voice trailed away, and Vincent did not hear her 
finish speaking to Mary, explaining about the dangerous tree…in fact he heard no 
more of the conversation as everyone followed Mary and their voices trailed away. 
The last he heard was Pascal calling after them, “Wait up…it’s not that sort of kite.” 
 



Thus Vincent did not hear Pascal explain that it was very possible that the group of 
British tourists that were in America on some kind of bird watching trip had seen a 
bird that was rare to Britain; namely the red kite.  
 
“That would most certainly explain it.” Catherine said. “Bang goes your theory, 
Devin.” 
 

*** 
 
Several hours later and still pondering the loss of Samuel’s kite, even though he was 
unsure why the  child was so upset about it, Vincent wondered if there might be 
anything he could do to retrieve it. He was adept at climbing trees. It would pose no 
problem, and he decided as soon as it was dark he would go and get it. However this 
idea was soon forgotten when he heard voices approaching his chamber, and he 
looked up as Catherine called to him. 
 
“Vincent? Would you like to accompany us up to the park?” 
 
Via the bond he shared with Catherine he felt her love and delight and was on his feet 
at once. 
 
“Of course.” he replied, tugging his cloak from the back of a chair. Together the 
merry band made their way up to the park, where just within the entrance to the 
drainage tunnel, a pile of fancy coloured kites lay.  
 
“Vincent.” Catherine took his arm and smiling up into his eyes went on, “You’ve 
never flown a kite have you?” 
 
“A kite? No Catherine, I’ve never flown a kite.” 
 
She hugged his arm tightly, “The children thought not. So…” She gestured to the pile, 
“We thought we would do so tonight, all of us. Here…we made this one for you.” 
 
Catherine bent down and retrieved from the floor a beautiful white kite with gold and 
silver trimmings. “Hold it still,.” she asked as she handed it to him. “Devin wants to 
autograph it.” She laughed and watched as everyone stooped to pick up a kite and 
hold it out to Devin who produced a can of luminescent spray paint from out of a 
rucksack lying on the ground 
 
“Hold still.” he admonished, and deftly sprayed the words HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
VINCENT on the underside of each kite. Even in the half- light the emboldened letters 
stood out quite clearly. 
 
“Now is that them all?” Devin peered around the sea of faces and kites. 
 
“Just mine, Uncle Devin.” Samuel came running down the corridor out of breath, 
“Just finished it.” He held it aloft as Devin proceeded to spray it, but to everyone’s 
horror the kite just broke apart right before their eyes. 
 



“Oh, Sammy, it couldn’t have been dry.” Mary consoled the distraught child, and 
picked up the kite. “The glue is still wet, darling.” 
 
Sammy sobbed. There were no spare kites, and it was too late to make another. 
 
“You can share mine.” Vincent told the child and handed the boy his own kite. 
“Maybe you can show me how it’s done.”  
 
Samuel beamed with delight, and his mangled wreck of a kite lying forlorn on the 
ground was soon forgotten. Devin shoved it aside with his foot. He grinned, “Looks 
like that attitude.”  Everyone but Vincent laughed who had no idea why anyone 
should find that funny. 
 
Suddenly Devin realised. “Oh you don’t know that one do you, Bro?” Devin placed 
an arm around one of Vincent’s shoulders. “No wonder you look so bewildered. I’ll 
tell you as we walk up top.” Together they followed the group up into the park, Pascal 
and Mouse checking all was clear first. 
 
“A man went for a walk and his hat blew away.” Devin tried hard to keep a straight 
face. “And another man went for a walk with his dog.” 
 
Vincent wasn’t sure where this story was leading, so he listened dutifully without 
comment. 
 
“And the hat blew into the dog’s path, and the dog jumped on the hat and started to 
chew it up.” 
 
“Oh, how awful. Was it an expensive hat?” Vincent asked. 
 
“Lighten up, Bro…it’s a joke…” 
 
“A joke? How can that be a joke? What’s so funny about a dog chewing some poor 
fellow’s hat?” 
 
“Vincent!” Devin cuffed his brother around the head. “Don’t interrupt. Now where 
was I?” 
 
“Up to the bit where the dog was chewing the hat,” Pascal replied with a chuckle. 
 
“Oh yes. Anyway, the dog was chewing the hat,  and the first man went up to the 
second man and said, ‘Sir, your dog is chewing my hat.’ And the second man said, 
‘It’s not his fault. Your hat shouldn’t have blown into his path.’ And the first man 
said, ‘Sir, I don’t like your attitude.’ Devin was smiling broadly. ‘And then the second 
man said, ‘It wasn’t MY attitude, it was YOUR attitude!’ 
 
Minutes passed. A few chuckles were heard, none of them from Vincent, he was as 
quiet as a church mouse. 
 
“Well that went down like a lead balloon. Told you he wouldn’t get it,” Jamie 
remarked dryly. 



 
Remembering what he had heard  over the past few hours and all the pondering he had 
done about attitudes, Vincent did not ‘get it’ no way, not at all. “No, I don’t,” he 
agreed at last. 
 
With a big grin and a wink at the others, Devin patted Vincent on the shoulder. 
“Never mind, Bro, you just think about it, then let me know when you’ve got it, 
O.K.?” 
 
The next moment the ‘joke’ was forgotten as several kites sailed right over Vincent’s 
head, as the children launched them and the luminescent words of Happy Birthday 
Vincent were visible overhead. Vincent was enthralled! 
 
It was wonderful. There was enough wind to fly the kites and enough light from the 
park lamps to see them, and Vincent thoroughly enjoyed learning how to fly his own. 
From the run out across the lawn tugging his kite on a long string, to the actual launch 
and keeping it up, giving a little of the string out as it climbed higher and higher, 
Vincent was delighted; and his happiness caused everyone to agree that it had surely 
been the wonderful surprise they’d intended. 
 
“Damn it, there goes my one.” Devin announced watching his blue kite flutter and fall 
into the nearest tree. I’ll have to share someone’s now.” 
 
“You can share mine, Dev, ” Mouse announced, tugging at his and holding the ball of 
string for Devin to take over. 
 
“And you can share mine, Dev,” Kipper called over. 
 
“And mine,” another child called happily. 
 
“You are all so wonderful. What a clever idea you had for this year, everyone. 
Vincent will remember this all his life,” Father told the group as all gathered aro und 
to watch Vincent and Samuel taking turns to fly the kite. 
 
From where they were several yards away, Vincent helped Samuel to keep his kite up. 
“I wish I had my own.” Samuel told Vincent more than once. “We could have raced 
them and seen who could get theirs the highest. That broke one wasn’t my first. I lost 
my first. If only I knew where it was.” The child sounded so forlorn that Vincent felt 
sorry for him. It was then that he remembered something. “Just a minute Samuel. 
Hold my kite will you? I’ll be right back.” 
 
Vincent had suddenly remembered about the red kite in the silver birch overhanging 
the lake. 
 

*** 
 

Left to his own devices, and a tunnel world void of people, Arthur the raccoon was 
enjoying an unhindered evening of fun. He’d been all around the places he wasn’t 
supposed to go, and all of the places where he was usually sighted before having a 



chance to enter, and he had enjoyed sampling some of the food in the kitchen, and 
now with tummy quite full he was seeking a nice place to take a nap. 
 
Devin’s chamber seemed interesting. A visitor of many countries, Devin’s tourist 
collection was quite impressive, and Arthur recognised this. Mouse’s chamber was 
good, but not this good. Mouse’s chamber had lots of how to stuff in it, boring and 
somewhat troubling things that popped and whirled and frightened Arthur. Devin’s 
chamber wasn’t like that. It had clothing in all kinds of materials, suitable for 
wherever Devin planned to visit next, and a large cabinet with drawers left open just 
far enough for an inquisitive snout. 
 
Arthur liked this. He enjoyed routing about where he wasn’t supposed to rout. It was 
interesting, and if anyone had come in at that moment, they could have been forgiven 
for thinking they were looking at a gremlin cloaked with a pair o f underpants hanging 
off one paw, a sock over one ear, a scarf around his neck, which was good, for that 
Arthur knew it should go there showed incredible intelligence, and then there was a 
hat or two made of felt and wool that Arthur decided was so lovely and soft, and 
would make a grand bed to take a nap on, if only it was stretched a little this way, and 
a little more that way…and perhaps chewed a little here and there to make his bed 
really comfortable….  Until finally satisfied and languishing in the la nd of 
nod…Arthur was soon asleep. 
 

*** 
 
Engrossed in enjoying themselves, the first sign that something was amiss was when 
an almighty splash sounded out toward the area of the lake. The group of kite fliers 
paused to listen. 
 
“What was that?” Pascal cried, looking around to see if any of the party was missing. 
“Where’s Vincent?” 
 
“Vincent?” Catherine asked searching the area then shouting “Vincent!” 
 
More splashing over at the lake sent the group running, kites plummeting and dragged 
by long strings out across the grass, gathering mushy fallen leaves in their wake. 
Devin slipped on some, cursed, righted himself and soon outran the group, getting to 
the lake first to find a soaking wet teeth chattering Vincent struggling to get onto the 
bank. Holding out a hand Devin hauled his brother in. “What were you doing!” Devin 
exclaimed. 
 
“Let me through, let me through.” Father hobbled after the group, rushing to 
Vincent’s side, “My God, you are soaked. Quick we must get you below before 
hypothermia sets in.” 
 
“Vincent, what happened?” Catherine cried as she finally reached the lakeside to find 
her bedraggled truelove being helped to stand up straight by Pascal and William. 
 
His teeth chattering he attempted to tell her, “Wee broke…ranch…no ‘ite…’ot air.” 
 



Devin could n’t help but laugh and joked, “O.K, Bro I get it. I used to be dyslexic too, 
but I’m K.O now.” 
 
“Devin!” Catherine slapped him hard, “This is not the time for one of your funnies.” 
 
“And that was definitely not one of his funnies.” Jamie scolded. “I have you know 
that there is nothing wrong with being dyslexic , and you shouldn’t make fun of those 
that are!” 
 
“Sorry.” Sounding anything but, Devin hid a grin with one gloved hand. 
 
“Help William and Pascal get your brother below.” Father barked. His voice sounded 
strained and frightened. Immediately Devin was contrite. He helped his friends 
without preamble, taking Vincent from Pascal and helping William to carry his 
brother toward the tunnel entrance. 
 
“Will Vincent be alright?” the children were asking. Cathe rine smiled and reassured 
them that he would, hiding the fear that if Vincent fell ill from this, he could become 
very, very ill. 
 
So it was a very subdued group that returned to the tunnels, far removed from the 
happy group that had left. 
 
“Towels!” Father barked as they entered the hub, “Every towel you can find. We need 
to get him dry.” 
 
Getting Vincent and all that fur dry was no mean feat, but with the water being so 
cold they had to hurry, so every towel underground was needed. 
 
Soon there were sopping wet towels everywhere! 
 
Vincent still slightly damp huddled beneath a large blanket in front of the fire, his 
teeth chattering as he tried to get some warmth back into his bones and drink a mug of 
hot chocolate. 
 
“What on earth were you doing, Bro? Bit early in the year for a night swim wasn’t 
it?”  
 
Vincent glared at Devin.  
 
Catherine glared at him too. “Devin sometimes.…” 
 
“Sometimes what?” 
 
“Sometimes I could hit you.” 
 
“I agree.” Father reprimanded his son. “You possess this rather annoying attitude of 
trying to turn every occasion into something amusing, but it doesn’t always work. 
You can’t keep making fun of things. Devin, there are occasions when you have to 
realise.…” At once Devin was transported back to his childhood and being scolded by 



his father. He hated that memory, he hated that life, and now it was back with a 
vengeance, for he was older now, and there was a large group of people listening. 
Hands over his ears, Devin barged past the onlookers and left the chamber. 
 
“He’s got such a bad attitude,” Jamie gazed after him. “He can dish it out but he can’t 
take it.” 
 
Vincent glanced at Father before attempting to come to his brother’s defence. 
“Devin’s not bad…just glosses over situations…tries to make light.…” 
 
“Of things? Vincent, I know that. He’s done that all his life, never taken responsibility 
for things, thinks life is one big joke, well he has to learn that not everyone finds what 
he says is funny.” Father told him. 
 
“Yeah, Vincent, it wouldn’t be so bad if he could take it himself from time to time. 
But he hasn’t a sense of humour when things go wrong for him. Take now for 
example. See how he flounced out of here when the going got tough?” 
 
Vincent eyed Father before replying to William, “He has his reasons,” he defended 
Devin again, giving William the feeling that he ought not say another word.  
 
“How are you feeling, Vincent?” Catherine asked taking the empty mug from him, 
“Any better?” 
 
Vincent nodded. His teeth had stopped chattering and the fire was making him feel 
drowsy.  
 
“Mary has warmed your bed, perhaps you should go climb in. It’s not been such a 
happy birthday after all, has it? I’m so sorry, Vincent.” 
 
“It was wonderful.” Vincent squeezed Catherine’s hand. 
 
“I still can’t understand how you ended up in the lake, Vincent.” Catherine asked. 
 
“Like I said earlier,” Vincent explained. “The tree broke, that is the branch did. But 
then there was no kite. It wasn’t there.” 
 
“What kite?” People looked from one to the other. 
 
“Did your kite go into the tree? When? I didn’t notice?” Catherine was bewildered. 
 
“No, mine didn’t. It was Samuel’s. His was in the tree.” 
 
“No, his broke. You remember?” Concerned, Catherine placed a hand to Vincent’s 
brow sure he must have a fever. 
 
Vincent pulled a face, realising he was in a tight spot, but with everyone expecting to 
hear him explain, he had no choice. “I heard you talking earlier. Samuel’s red kite was 
in the silver birch overhanging the lake. I thought I would go get it.” 
 



Despite everything Catherine started to laugh, “Oh, Vincent! Not that sort of kite, it 
was a bird. A rare bird apparently. A group of tourists from Britain were enchanted by 
seeing it there.” 
 
“Oh.” 
 
“Oh indeed. And who is it that insists that eavesdropping is wrong?” Father stood , 
arms folded, against his desk, looking stern and cross.  
 
Vincent thought he was serious until he saw the glint in Father’s eye, then he laughed, 
“I know, Vincent, you can be excused, since your hearing is so exceptional; and I 
think you will have learned your lesson now?” 
 
Vincent nodded, “Yes, from now on I shall ask for the whole facts before I assume to 
know what was being said.” 
 
“Right.  Now that has been cleared up, off to bed with you. Catherine, were you 
thinking of staying tonight?” 
 
“No, Father. I have to be in Connecticut by nine tomorrow.” She checked her watch 
saw it was after midnight, “I’d best be going, in actual fact.” 
 
“It’s very late to be up in the park, my dear, you’d best stay. Someone will get you up 
in time to get to Connecticut for nine o’clock.” 
 
“No, Father that’s okay, I arranged with Devin to see me home. Anyone know where 
he is?” 
 
“I’m here.” All turned surprised to find that Devin had either been there all the time, 
or they had never heard him return.  
 
“How long have you been there?” William asked. 
 
“Not long. I came back to show you this!” He held up a handful of hats, all chewed 
and damp with saliva. “And this!” Behind him on a length of rope he tugged forward 
a ‘very disagreeable to have been awoken from a lovely warm nap’ raccoon who was 
making it known how disagreeable he was in no uncertain terms. 
 
Mouse lurched forward, “Arthur!” He grabbed the rope from Devin apologising 
profusely as Father launched into fresh reasons why the raccoon was nothing but 
trouble and should be in a zoo. 
 
“I’m so sorry, Devin.” Father announced when Mouse had disappeared with his pet, 
“Mouse must be made to pay for the damage.” 
 
“I’m sorry too, Father. And not just about the hats. I’m sorry about my attitude.  
You’re right, Jamie, I can give it and not take it. My attitude at times is the pits. My 
apologies to all whom I may have hurt in the past, and thank you, Vincent, for 
standing up for me; but you shouldn’t have. There are no excuses for having a bad 
attitude.” 



 
“Well I’ve never thought you had one.” Vincent told him sincerely.  
 
People smiled and forgave him and Devin took Catherine by the arm, “Well then, 
Chandler are you ready to go home?” 
 
“I am.” She picked up her orange duffel coat and put it on, complete with hat scarf 
and mittens.  
 
“Oh, Catherine,” exclaimed Mary. “You look lovely, dear. As snug as a bug in a rug.” 
 
Devin, donning his leather jacket and black gloves and scarf, looked fine until he 
placed one of the raccoon’s re-sculptures onto his head. The hat was so badly chewed 
that both of Devin’s ears were visible and there was a huge hole in the top where his 
hair stuck through. 
 
Devin grinned, “So how do I look?” 
 
Everyone laughed and chorused, “Awful!” 
 
“What!” Devin exclaimed, crestfallen. “How can that be? The man in black, dashing, 
distinguished, even delicious, surely?” 
 
“No way!”  
 
Laughter. 
 
“I’m hurt.” 
 
More laughter. 
 
“How can you say Chandler looks lovely and not me?” Devin twisted the hat around 
making him look even more ridiculous, everyone laughed and Devin appeared 
crestfallen. “No, really. Come on, guys, surely I look handsome? At least that if 
nothing else.” 
 
Everyone in the chamber stood arms folded, grinning from ear to ear and shaking 
their heads, “Sorry, Devin…” 
 
“How could you!” It was easy to see that Devin enjoyed being the centre of attention.  
 
“You’re so vain, Devin.” Catherine picked up her things to leave, “Come on let’s go. 
Or are if you are going to stand there all night looking for compliments?” 
 
“Vain? Me? Never!” Devin replied, mortified. 
 
More laughter. 
 
Suddenly Vincent started to laugh too. And laugh. And laugh and laugh.  
 



Everyone turned to him grinning with expectation.  
 
“I get it,” he said at last. “I get it, and Devin, I have to say this… please forgive me, 
but I see it all now. Jamie’s right. That really is a bad hat he chewed that you have 
there!” 

~  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


